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Improve Student Safety on Campus with IP Security Cameras

Prioritizing safety is a must for schools
looking to instill a secure learning
environment. Given the high visibility
associated with school-based violence
today, more schools are taking
proactive measures to improve
campus security.

To better prepare themselves for any
future situation, school safety and
security teams have turned to IP cameras
in schools as a way of enhancing visibility into day-to-day activities and operations.

Campus Security: Today's cameras are linked to the internet and can provide first
responders with critical information in an emergency to ensure student and faculty
safety and health.

Detering Crime on Campus: Cameras can safeguard schools from more common day-
to-day incidents. Surveillance cameras discourage instances of vandalism, larceny,
and assault. They can be used to standardize school visitor management.

Promoting Positive Behavior: The presence of cameras provides awareness that
negative behavior can be captured. Monitoring and AI-assisted search of video footage
allows administration to ensure that proper school conduct is being observed.

Resolving Incidents: Most inter-student conflicts include two opposing accounts of an
incident. School surveillance cameras give school administrators the ability to consult
video evidence of an event. This footage is used to identify suspects, and serves as
compelling evidence during the disciplinary phase of investigations.

IP Camera Systems with AI

Uses Artificial Intelligence for enhanced, speedy
search results, quickly locating video of interest
Searches by object type, i.e., by car, person, gender,
color, or type of clothing
Replaces lengthy sequential viewing of video tape

IP Cameras

Are an extension of your existing computer network and internet
Use standard data cable
They're powered by a POE data switch
Cameras store the video for 30, 60, or 90 days, then upload it to the cloud
Stored on the AWS Cloud for up to one year

Click here to learn about using search filters to quickly find relevant items and events within a timeline.

Expertise in Video Suveillance

https://www.verkada.com/surveillance/education/?utm_source=info
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umtbi1Ikt-A


John Bush and Billy Meador are former Orland Park and Chicago police officers. They are
familiar with video survellance and evidence tracking and can help you optimize and
customize a video surveillance system for your needs.

Learn more at our website: https://www.nex-gen-services.com/video-surveillance-1



Contacts:

Billy Meador, Former Chicago PD - Surveillance Expertise
wmeador@sandgcom.com - 630 570 5822

John Bush, Former Orland Park PD - System Installation Expertise
jhbushIV@sandgcom.com - 630 570 5823

Justin Wagner, Cisco/TIA Instructor
Network Architecture - jwagner7@gmail.com

Jack Bush, President
jbush@sandgcom.com - 630 459-1220

OUR CUSTOMERS
This is a partial list of our customers for whom we have provided voice and data cabling,

wireless infrastructure, or IP phone systems.
Northwestern Medicine - Esmark Steel Group - Personal Creations

Echo USA - GEA Farm Technology - Keiffer Starlite

Our IBEW Local 134 union technicians are
known for their quality workmanship and
excellent customer service.

We are a Veteran Owned Small Business
certified by the State of Illinois
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